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My father, may he rest in peace, often said “Never volunteer.” His caveat: “Except when it’s your duty.” So, in 2008 I volunteered to chair a search committee for the City College of the City University of New York’s philosophy department. It began as a duty, but quickly snowballed into a challenge and, apparently, into a saga that has both a happy and a sad ending.

In early autumn 2008, we began to advertise the assistant professor, tenure-track position. Our department is small, with just six full-time members and a dozen or so adjuncts. However, it is versatile and we cover quite a few philosophical bases. Because of this, we sought to hire as promising a young philosopher as we could find, instead of seeking expertise in a predetermined area of specialization (e.g. logic or ethics or philosophy of X-ology). We designated the area of specialization and areas of competence – essential components of philosophy ads – as “Open.”

This broadening tactic invariably attracts more – rather than fewer – applicants. We expected to receive between 200 - 250 applications by the December 1 deadline. To our surprise, packages began to arrive in droves, and eventually in wheelbarrow-loads from the mailroom. In all, we received submissions from 637 candidates.

As each complete application contained a cover letter, CV, letters of recommendation, teaching portfolio and writing sample, the number of storage boxes required to contain them all gradually swelled to more than 30, stacked five or six high against a wall.

This posed a major filing challenge since less well-organized applicants sent in their materials in dribs and drabs. Hundreds of letters of recommendation not bundled with applications had to be opened, tallied and filed. At times, six boxes had to be displaced to file one piece of paper. It became a common sight to behold members of our search committee trundling half a dozen boxes to their offices on handcarts so they could keep up with the incoming deluge.

My own workflow entailed opening every package and letter and updating an Excel spreadsheet with the name and e-mail address of each applicant, date the application was received, status of application (complete or missing components) and date(s) of emails sent to applicants acknowledging receipt, completeness and so forth.

On the soft copy front, I received and responded to dozens of e-mails from applicants and prospective applicants who managed to ask every conceivable (and quite a few inconceivable) questions. One FAQ involved timing: We required the Ph.D. in-hand by September 2009 (as stated in our job ad), but many prospective applicants asked if that date could be deferred. It could not. Some applicants submitted as many as five writing samples (we requested one), and asked if we could read them all and select “the best.” We could not. Oddly if truly, some European applicants claimed it was impossible to solicit three letters of recommendation (as we requested) from European professors, and asked if we could make do with just one. We could
not. The most forlorn hopes: Some applicants held Ph.D.’s in fields other than philosophy, but asked to be considered for the position in any case. Their chances were slim-to-none. Needless to say, this “bookkeeping” process, along with a rash of "pen pals," occupied quite a few evenings and weekends.

Beyond that, each of the five committee members – three philosophers and two historians – devoted considerable hours to reading the CVs, recommendations and, most importantly, the writing samples – mainly published papers, book chapters or works in progress. While the sheer volume of reading deprived us of the leisure to contemplate each and every writing sample as deeply as we might have liked, overall we got a very good sense of what the next generation of philosophers is up to.

The committee’s next task was to compile a “long list” of applicants to interview at the upcoming American Philosophical Association (APA) Eastern Division annual meeting. We had less than four weeks to identify and notify the candidates we wanted to meet with in time for the event, held December 27–30 in Philadelphia.

This gathering, known somewhat sardonically as the “meat market,” is where most preliminary interviews are held. Picture a hotel ballroom filled with dozens of numbered tables. Around each table sits a subcommittee of philosophers from a given institution waiting to meet with their “long list” of candidates.

From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day a veritable river of candidates flows into this daunting arena. Interviews last 30 minutes to an hour, and each candidate knows that he or she has a brief opportunity to impress the interviewers sufficiently to make the “short list” and be invited to campus for the final competition. Three of our five committee members attended the 2008 APA meeting to meet with our long list of 27 candidates: 19 interviewees and 8 “stand-bys.” The stand-bys had agreed to be on call, just in case any of the 19 interviewees canceled or failed to show up. In fact, all 19 appeared as scheduled.

How did we prune our field from 637 to 27? An important selection criterion was holding a Ph.D. from a good university. Members of our department earned their Ph.D.s at Columbia, Harvard, Oxford, and University of London. Additionally, City College is known as the “Harvard of the Proletariat,” with distinguished alumni that include nine Nobel Laureates, more than any other public institution in America. Our faculty members are expected to live up to this legacy.

A second criterion was research and publication. We looked not only for quality and promise of quantity, but also for originality. Creativity and individuality are assets for philosophers. We did not want candidates who merely parroted back what they had been taught at graduate school.

Third, we needed evidence of undergraduate teaching ability as well as versatility. We offer a broad range of electives to a diverse student body; a narrow focus does not serve our
pedagogic needs well. Most applicants submitted extensive teaching portfolios including syllabuses, reading lists, student evaluations, and observations by senior professors. We looked for evidence of outstanding teaching ability, variety, and potential for curriculum development.

Finally, we wanted evidence of administrative service. Ideally, the candidate would also possess some ability to raise research funds, although this is not too prevalent among philosophers. Even so, a good many applicants had raised funds: either minimally in the form of postdoctoral fellowships, more broadly for organizing conferences, or most notably for research projects (either solo or collaborative).

Without collusion, each search committee member drew up a list of two to three dozen top picks. Then we met and compared notes. Because the committee members had wide-ranging expertise, we expected and realized a fairly broad dispersion of preferences during our initial screening. Such dispersion was desirable, since it decreased the likelihood that any truly worthy candidate would escape notice.

As it happened, the committee discovered significant overlap of preference for 27 applicants, 19 of them in particular. We resolved to interview these candidates in Philadelphia and arranged half-hour meetings with them over two consecutive days.

Most of the candidates we interviewed were quite impressive; only a few appeared better on paper than in the flesh. By the same token, we probably failed to long-list some exemplary applicants who had appeared less impressive on paper. No net catches every fish.

We attained consensus on six finalists whom we invited to campus in February 2009. They ran a gauntlet of meetings, and each one had to give a “guest lecture” for an undergraduate course in progress – as opposed to reading a paper in a departmental colloquium. We knew they could all read and write well enough, or they wouldn’t have been finalists.

Now we had to find out whether they could teach at CCNY, where we have students from 150 countries, immersed moreover in the ethos of the Big Apple. New York City can be an attractive place for aspiring young philosophers, but it’s a complex and challenging megalopolis, not particularly well suited to the faint-hearted, mild-mannered, thin-skinned or weak-willed. CCNY’s student body is older and more diverse than average; juggles academic, familial and bread-winning roles more than average, and is far more "street-wise" than average. Manhattan has celebrities, egomaniacs and con artists on every corner; professors need some "personality" to compete for students' attentions.

On top of this, American education is affected by two significant trends: First, as of this year, and unprecedented in human history, more than half the world's people live in cities; second, America’s indigenous youth are increasingly post-literate, having been acculturated predominantly via visual and digital traditions that have supplanted the written one.
So we parachuted our six finalists into classrooms, having afforded them prep time and topics for their various guest-lectures. The search committee sat in of course, inscrutably observing the proceedings.

All the finalists were impeccably well versed in their subjects matter, but not all succeeded in establishing rapport with the students. One lectured remotely, as if from afar; another failed to engage them in dialogue; a third took insufficient account of whether the class was grasping the material.

Some lectured clearly and evocatively, encouraged and fielded questions on the fly, bridged gaps in students' understanding by providing additional context where necessary, and covered the material in the allotted time. The best finalists attracted a throng of students after the lecture, having whetted appetites for further learning. The top two bundled humor with their lectures or slides, which palpably enhanced the ambiance and helped establish rapport. "Edutainment" is an American neologism, after all.

As our dean of humanities, Fred Reynolds, began to meet the finalists, he seemed increasingly impressed with them. He asked me jocularly “However are you going to choose the best among them?” I replied that he could greatly simplify our task by hiring them all.

In any event, we achieved consensus in ranking our six finalists. While they had all interviewed brilliantly in Philadelphia, the “acid test” of the campus visit in some cases corroded their luster in the classroom or revealed mismatches with our student-body or institutional culture. Other finalists rose to the occasion, performing convincingly if not flawlessly.

A question we asked each of them pertained to CCNY itself: “What do you know about City College’s history and mission?” Any finalist worth his or her salt does some research on the institution (and its faculty) that invites them to campus. Some of our finalists had anticipated this question and were well prepared to answer it. This certainly counted in their favor. Also important were the kinds of questions they asked us. For example, only one finalist inquired whether we had an undergraduate philosophy club. This, among other things, raised his standing.

Not long after handing our final rankings to Dean Reynolds, he called me into his office. He informed me that the abundant fruits of our search, and the energy we had invested in it, had not escaped the notice of our senior administration. Prudentially, I recalled the second of three infamous Chinese curses: “May the government be aware of you.” But this time it was a blessing.

Dean Reynolds and Provost Zeev Dagan, alike, perceived this search as a unique opportunity to strengthen our department and the college with the pick of a bumper crop of promising young philosophers. The dean had obtained the provost’s approval and the support of President Gregory H. Williams to hire not one, but two of our finalists.
So this part of the saga has a happy ending, indeed, because our top two finalists both accepted offers and will be joining us this September 2009. They are Darren Bradley, and Christy Mag Uidhir. Darren earned a B.Sc. at the London School of Economics and Political Science, an M.A. at University College London, and a Ph.D. at Stanford University. His specialties include epistemology and philosophy of language; competencies, philosophy of science, and of mind. Christy earned a B.A. at Texas Christian University, an M.A. at Brown University, and a Ph.D. at Rutgers University. His specialties include philosophy of art and aesthetics; competencies, metaphysics and ethics. We welcome them warmly.

In retrospect, it is clear that the success of our search depended vitally on three factors. First, there was a tremendous talent pool from which to draw. Given sufficient time and resources, we would have interviewed our entire long list of 27.

Second, our search committee was a paragon of industry and cooperativeness, completely unsaddled with the kinds of unprofessional baggage that so often results in dysfunction and counter-productivity in academic settings. Philosophers Jeff Blustein and Michael Levin, and historians Danian Hu and Darren Staloff, worked diligently and well together, making the process enjoyable rather than merely dutiful.

Third, we were beneficiaries of an enlightened administration that is committed to the humanities, which approved and funded the search and did not blink in the face of the economic crunch. Rather, it seized an opportunity to hire two outstanding prospects instead of only one.

I close with two observations: one personal; the other professional. Personally, this process brought me “full circle.” I had gone through it as a candidate during 1993-4, and won the competition, albeit with fewer competitors, that landed me at CCNY. Chairing this search in 2008-9 not only reminded me of the inexorable turning of time’s wheel, but granted me fulfillment by being able to facilitate for others a process from which I had derived immeasurable benefit. It was a kind of payback to my colleagues, my department and the college.

Second and professionally speaking: Although we were privileged to obtain two hires, I feel a deep and abiding sorrow that so many dozens – indeed, hundreds – of talented and promising young philosophers will not be hired by anyone.

Philosophy remains arguably the most difficult and demanding subject in the humanities. It develops and hones intellectual, critical and analytical skills, partly for their own sakes and partly for application to wide-ranging matters.

While philosophy is an excellent component of preparation for a variety of non-philosophical careers – from law to medicine, from journalism to international affairs – philosophy also has intrinsic as well as instrumental values that are, at present, grossly underutilized by our society and unrecognized by far too many philosophy departments themselves.
Many of our finest young minds are being educated by departments and institutions whose myopic “vision” of philosophy limits young philosophers to becoming permanently institutionalized in the academy. They are insufficiently versed in the myriad ways in which philosophy can be usefully applied outside the groves of academe.

Universities educate and graduate professionals of every conceivable kind, who render invaluable professional services outside the academy – with the noteworthy exception of philosophers. The American Philosophical Practitioners Association (APPA), which I co-founded in 1999, is working to remedy that exception. It trains and certifies philosophers to render professional services to individuals, groups and organizations worldwide. APPA’s mission is to see many more of our brightest young minds pursuing professional careers as philosophers, both inside and outside academe. And it is my unwavering aspiration to see our society and culture benefit from having many more philosophers working productively and far fewer languishing wastefully.

Lou Marinoff is chair of philosophy at City College of New York and founding president of the American Philosophical Practitioners Association.
Marinoff’s article, *Inside a Search*, discusses the issues college search committees face in the pursuit of qualified faculty members that will be a good fit for their institutions. More often than not, faculty searches are more complex and challenging than the featured article suggests. The economic downturn facing our nation has resulted in a growing number of diverse student bodies and a decline in resources across America’s college campuses; moreover, faculty turnover is rapidly becoming a problem as baby boomers are retiring (Murray, 2010). Higher education research being conducted during this period of growth and change provides for constructive best practice recommendations to make the hiring process run more smoothly for college personnel and job candidates.

The search committee is vital to the selection process as they have an obligation to understand and to apply the vision and intentions of the individual department and organizational mission to the faculty selection process (Cole, 1995). A well crafted and managed search committee can be an asset if done correctly. When creating a search committee to undertake the task of filling a faculty vacancy, Hochel and Wilson (2007) suggest the following best practices:

1. Determine which constituent groups will be most affected by the hire (coworkers, subordinates, outside members, students, alumni, advisory boards, and/or community members) and then identify which of these need to be represented on the search committee;

2. Select an appropriate number of members (too few and the committee is not likely to be representative; too many and committee action may be encumbered);

3. Select a committee chairperson and members who are respected and trusted by the academic community and who will be able to invest ample time into the search process. They should be familiar with the institution’s history and be able to provide objective feedback throughout the search process. Additionally, they will need to be critical thinkers who are able to ask difficult questions and make tough decisions;

4. Clarify the authority of the committee by creating clear responsibilities (for example, will they be tasked with eliminating unqualified candidates or making the final hiring decision) and by providing them with budgetary limitations, legal guidelines, and hiring policies; and

5. Establish a timeline for the entire selection process (to avoid a search that extends past institutional expectations for completion).
Once the search committee has been established, the position sought must be accurately defined (Cole, 1995). In a case study conducted by Howze (2008), it was discovered that the creation of a clear position description helps to avoid confusion and frustration on the part of the search committee as to what kind of person it should be seeking. Additionally, the committee benefits by saving time and avoiding an overwhelming number of unqualified applicant responses (Twombly, Wolf-Wendel, Williams, & Green, 2006). Gilreath, Foster, Reynolds, and Tucker (2009) provide the following criteria for developing the position description in the faculty recruitment process:

1. The hiring administrator should submit a draft announcement of the position, including job description and qualifications, to the search committee for review;

2. The search committee will then meet as a team to review the announcement and discuss questions they have with the administrator regarding the position responsibilities and skills and traits required;

3. If portions of the announcement seem inconsistent or ambiguous, the committee will modify the text, assuring that the qualifications most important to the administrator remain in the announcement;

4. The committee will then create a scoring rubric that will be used to rank the applicants who meet the minimum qualifications (the rubric should be a list of required and desired qualifications that can be documented in the application);

5. The rubric and announcement description will then be compared to assure that the rubric covers everything desired and that the announcement includes all qualifications to be scored; and

6. When the search committee and administrator have come to an agreement on the announcement, the Personnel Office will then review the position announcement to ensure consistency with institutional guidelines and regulations and will then distribute it to appropriate publications, websites, and email lists for advertisement (this may vary by institution as some handle advertising centrally and others leave this task to the individual departments).

The next step in the early stages of the selection process includes the receipt, review, and narrowing of applications. Hochel and Wilson (2007) note the importance of the committee to set guidelines for handling applications and to decide in advance if incomplete applications will be considered. Howze (2008) states that there are rational reasons to keep or cut an applicant and most often this has to do with whether or not the applicant followed directions when submitting the application. Regardless of the decision to accept or reject incomplete applications, all applicants should be treated equally with regard to stated requirements and acceptance deadlines (Hochel & Wilson, 2007).
Qualifications are also essential to narrowing the applicant pool. A study analyzing the required and preferred qualifications by college search committees found that the most frequently required characteristic was a terminal degree, followed by teaching experience, and ending with research and publication experience (Twombly, et al., 2006). Hochel and Wilson (2007) suggest having the Human Resources Office or a subcommittee eliminate those who do not meet the basic requirements published in the job advertisement as this will save the search committee time if large applicant numbers are expected.

The narrowing of applications can become a daunting task for the search committee unless certain guidelines are followed. Gilreath, et al. (2009) suggest making all applications and attachments available to each committee member by granting access to an online applicant tracking system (this will vary by institution depending on the application system being used) or by bringing the search committee together for review of application materials. They also offer these suggestions:

1. Use a rubric, such as the one discussed above, to read and score the applications individually;

2. To save time, select one committee member to create a computerized spreadsheet (use Excel if no online tracking system is available through the institution) to keep track of committee members’ scores for each applicant as applications are being reviewed;

3. Once all applications have been scored, the committee members will review the spreadsheet and look for breaks between clusters of scores;

4. Share the applications of the candidates still in the pool with the hiring administrator to determine who should receive a telephone interview and who should be eliminated from the pool; and

5. Develop a set of questions for interviews that will elicit additional information on the required and desired qualifications.

College administrators and search committees carry an important responsibility when participating in the faculty selection process as their hiring decisions will ultimately shape the future of the college (Murray, 2010). As student numbers increase and older faculty retire, college doors are being opened to advanced curriculum, teaching strategies, and course delivery methods (Murray, 2010). By putting together search committees that follow the best practice suggestions offered above, colleges can be assured that their applicant pools will be efficiently narrowed to include only the most qualified applicants.
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Discussion Questions

For those who may wish to use this article for teaching and or professional development purposed, here are some guiding questions that may be helpful:

1. Suppose you are the hiring administrator for an upcoming faculty search process. Explain the qualities and traits of the members you would select for your search committee.

2. Why is a diverse search committee an important consideration?

3. Why is it important to have a search committee that will take into consideration the vision and mission of the college when conducting a search for new faculty?

4. Using Hochel and Wilson’s (2007) best practice recommendations, create a memo to your search committee providing instructions to get them started with the task you have assigned.

5. Gilreath, et al. (2009) suggest using a rubric for scoring and narrowing applications. Thinking about your own institution and departmental needs, create a rubric that could be used in the search for your next faculty member.

6. One of the best practices mentioned is a telephone interview; however, some searches have moved to the use of Skype or other videoconferencing tools to conduct semi-finalist interviews. What are the challenges and opportunities of this tool versus a conference call?